Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with generalizations of the results of A. Douady and J. Oesterlé [4] on estimates for the Hausdorif dimension of sets on Riemannian manifolds being negatively invariant with respect to a map. The main theorem that we derive for maps allows a number of corollaries which generalize several other results of A. V. Boichenko, F. Ledrappier and C. A. Leonov (see [2, 7, 8) ). We extend the concept on differential equations and the corresponding vector fields on Riemannian manifolds. To obtain upper bounds for the Hausdorff dimension we formulate conditions for the eigenvalues of the symmetric part of the covariant derivative of the vector field. Modifications of the eigenvalues by the choice of an apropriate Riemannian metric will be of great importance. Besides the investigation of dimension of negatively invariant sets we are interested in the convergence behaviour of autonomous differential equations on Riemannian manifolds. We propose also a general.form of the Bendixson-Dulac criterion for the non-existence of non-trivial periodic orbits of vector fields on compact Riemannian manifolds.
Introduction
In the papers [2, 81 generalizations of a theorem by A. Douady and J. Oesterlé [4] about estimations of the Hausdorif dimension of negatively sets invariant with respect to a map are obtained by requiring weaker conditions for the ma k under consideration. Lyapunov functions are introduced to modify the Jacobian matrix of the tangent map. That includes naturally a change of the singular values of the Jacobian matrix.
In Section 2 of this paper we show that the results published in [2, 81 follow directly from a generalization of the theorem of A. Douady and J. Oesterlé for Riemannian manifolds. With slightly stronger assumptions such kind of generalization is quoted in [7] .
Supplementary to the results of [2, 4, 7, 8] in the present paper we give estimates of the Hausdorif dimension for sets which are negatively invariant with respect to , shift A. Noack: Techn. Univ. Dresden, Inst. Analysis, Mommsenstr. 13, D -01062 Dresden V. Reitmann: Techn. Univ. Dresden, Inst. Analysis, Mommsenstr. 13, D -01062 Dresden Supported by the DFC-Schwerpunkt-Program m "Dynamik: Analysis, effiziente Simulation und Ergodentheorie" maps of differential equations on manifolds. This is done in Section 3 of the paper. The differential equations are considered to be generated by time-dependent vector fields and the estimates -are based on conditions for the eigenvalues of the symmetric part of the covariant derivative of the vector field.
-In" the last Section 4 the number of closed orbits for autonomous differential equations is estimated from above in form of a Bendixson-Dulac criterion for Riemannian manifolds. For the derivation of the results properties of the Hausdorff measure as obtained in Section 2 play an essential role.
Hausdorif dimension bounds for invariant sets of maps
For a linear . operator T: E . --E', where E and E' are Euclidean spaces of dimension n, we write T a . : E' -E for the adjoint operator of T. The singular values of T, i.e., the eigenvalues . of the positive operator (TT) 1/2 : E -* E, ordered with respect to its size and multiplicity we denote by (T) (i = 1,... ,n),.i.
e. a i (T) > c 2 (T) an (T).
For an arbitrary k E {0, 1,. . . , n} we define
Wk(T)
'a j (T) . Qk(T) for k > 0 =(2.1) 1 for k=0.
More generally, for an arbitrary real number d E (0, n] written in the form d = d0 + s with d0 E 10, 1,... , n -11 and s E (0,1] we introduce the notion
Wd(T ) = -d0 ( T) 1 -do +l( T)'.
.
(2.2)
Obviously this can also be interpreted as
Wd( T) = II
A' 0 T11' -' 11 Ad04 .l T113
where ii A T il stands for the norm of the k-exterior power of T, i.e. the norm of the linear operator AcT: A k E AkE.
Remark 2.1. Let = (i) be the realization of the linear operator T when fixing a basis {e} in E and a basis {e} in E. Further, let us define the metric tensors by the matrices G ((eI,eJ ) E ) and G' = ( ( e,e'j)E'). The adjoint operator T of is represented by the matrix G_ ITGI 1, where by T we mean the transposed matrix. Then the singular values are nothing else than the eigenvalues of the matrix //dT or, what appears to be the same, they are the eigenvalues of the matrix G_TG1.
Before we pay attention to estimations of the Hausdorff dimension of compact negatively invariant with respect to a map sets on Riemannian manifolds we start with a short introduction of the notation of the Hausdorif dimension.
Let (X, p) 
The following theorem generalizes the results of Doüady and Oesterlé [4] for Riemannian manifolds. 
Remark 2.2.
Let u E U be an arbitrary point and consider charts x and x' at u and cp(u), respectively. We introduce the matrices G.= (g13 (u)) and G' = (g(p(t))) that realize the metric fundamntal tensor g in the canonical bases of TM and T()M, respectively. The tangent map of W in u written in coordinates of the charts x and x' is then given by the matrix 1 = D(x' a W o x')(x(u)). From Remark 2.1 there follows that the singular values of the tangent map dp : TM -coincide with the singular values of the matrix The proof of Theorem 2.1 is postponed to the end of this section. Now we proceed with some corollaries. The first one concerns a result which has been formulated in [2, 81 for the case M = R' using slightly stronger conditions for the map. It is easy to show that this is really a Riemannian metric equivalent to the given one on compact subsets of M. Since K is compact the new equivalent metric does not alter the value of the Hausdorif dimension of K.
Let us now consider an arbitrary point E K and two charts x and x' around u and (u), respectively. Suppose that C = (g1 (u)) and C' = (g,((u))) are the realizations with respect to the canonical bases in TM and T()M of the metric tensors g and g', respectively. 
Now, the only thing left to do is to apply Theorem 2.11
For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need some auxiliary results. Let E be an ellipsoid in an Euclidean space E of dimension n and let a 1 (E) 2 ... 2 a(E) denote the lengths of the half-axes of E ordered with respect to its size. For an arbitrary real number d E (0,n] written in the form d = d0 + s with d0 E {0,1,...,n -1) and s (0,1) the definition of the value wd(E) for E is provided by formula (2.1) where a(T) is replaced
In the first place we quote a result from [4] necessary for the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.1. Let us consider numbers d E (0,n] (written as above),k >0, in > 0 and i > 0 and assume k md. Let E be' an ellipsoid in E such that a i (E) in and < k. Further we take a ball B(0, i) of radius 77 in E. Then the set E + B(0, ij) is contained in an ellipsoid E' which satisfies mdo\I 1d
Wd(E')< [+ u --
Let us come back now to the Riemannian manifold (M, g) and consider the exponential map exp : TM -M at an arbitrary point u E M. Then the set exp(e) is the image of an ellipsoid E in the tangent space TM centered at 0 under the map exp. We recall the definition of another outer measure concerning covers of such images of ellipsoids in tangent space and then are interested, in the relation between the outer Hausdorff measure and this ellipsoid measure.
Let K C U be a compact set, let e > 0 be a sufficiently small number and fix a number d € (0, n]. The outer ellipsoid premeasureat level e and of order d of .K is given by
with infimum is taken over all finite covers Uexp,(Ei) D K, where u 1 E M and Ei E T,M are ellipsoids satisfying wd(E1)'/' e. Now we show the equivalence of both the Hausdorif premeasure and the ellipsoid premeasure in a similar way as it is done in [4] . . Proof. In a number of technical details the proof differs from the one given in [4] .
Therefore, at least in short we show some of the essential steps.
In analogous manner as in [4] Proof. In a first step we show for sufficiently small numbers e > 0 the inequality
Obviously We take e > 0 small enough such that p(u,u') and 
: (2.13) Further by using (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13) and by Lemma 2.1 there can be found an ellipsoid E containing exp;' ((B(u,r))) and satisfying w(E)
We can resume that every finite cover of the compact set K with balls .{B(u 1 , r)} of radius r e such that B(u 1 ,r1 ) fl K is non-empty generates a cover of (K), where E denotes an ellipsoid in T,M satisfying wd(E) lr. Therefore, we have
Since the result is valid for every such cover it must be true for the infimum as well.-So we have
>2wd(e) l(k,d,€).
If at the left-hand side we pass to the infimum, then the last inequality becomes (2.7). Lemma 2.2 and (2.7) finally guarantee the inequalities 
holds.
The next theorem is the main result of this section and extends a result of [17] to Riemannian manifolds. The proof is given at the end of the section. 
t, t(u)) + S d 0 +i (t, t(u))
Remark 3.1. We consider an arbitrary u E U and a chart x around u. In local coordinates of x and in the canonical basis ô i (u),.. . , 9,(u) of the tangent space TM the vector field of (3.
1) then becomes f(t,u) = f'(t,u)ô1(u) and the covariant derivative Vf(t,u) TM -T,M : v -* V f( t , u ) is given by V o f(i,u)

V1f'(i,tz)v'ôk(u),
where v = v' 31 (u) is an arbitrary vector in TM and 0 = Here by [' the Christoffel symbols in the chart x corresponding. to the metric tensor g are denoted. The symmetric part S(t, u) of Vf(t, u) in the canonical basis of TM is realized by the matrix
where G is as in Remark 2.2 and OP = (V.1 k) The expression for the variation equation (3.2).in the chart x is . Before we devote ourselves to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we add some corollaries.
The first one generalizes a result of [2, 8] To verify the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we need to compute the eigenvalues of the symmetric part of the covariant derivative. The next two corollaries are variations of this theorem using conditions on the divergence of the vector field of (3.1). Similar results for the case M = can be found in [17) . Unlike [17) the proof given below follows directly from Theorem 3.1. In [2, 8, 171 these results form a part of statements which are fundamental for an effective realization of dimension estimates by using the solvability of special matrix equations. S(t,u) 
Proof. From condition (a) we have for the eigenvalues ), of S(t, u) A(i,u) ^: -9(t,u)
for all (t,u) E [0,r) XU and i = 1,... ,n.
(3. 7) Thus, if k E {0,1,... ,n}, t E [0,r], u E and Ao(t,u) = 0 are arbitrary, then
.X i (t,u) + . . . + )t,(t,u) -(n -k)9(t,u) trS(t,u) = divf(t,u). This implies .\ i (t,u) + ... + ) d,(t ,u) + S.\d0 -f1(t,u)
divf(t,u) + (n -d)9(t,u).
By using condition (b) and Theorem 3.1 the proof is complete I 
Proof. We introduce in U a new metric by means of the matrix (g 13 ) H. From Remark 3.1 it follows that the eigenvalues A(t, u) of S(t, u) with respect to the new metric agree with the cigenvalues of the quadratic form corresponding to (3.4). Therefore, they satisfy the relation
[HD2 I(t,u) + D2 f(t, u)TH] = (t,u)H.
Using this and (3.8) we obtain (3.7). All further steps can analogously be done as in the proof of Corollary 3.1.21
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 given below several properties of linear operators in exterior products of Euclidean spaces [5, 6, 18] 
. > .X,(T). The operator Tk is then also selfadjoint and it follows
Amin( Tk) = A n_k+l( T) + + A(T)
(3.10)
Amax(Tk) = A, (T) + ... + Ak(T).
Proof of Theorem 3. 
W(t) = d u co t v i A ... A duc,tvk M
Applying the variation equation (32) and formula (3.9) we achieve for every t in [0, T] the equation
( [S(t, t( U) )] k (d t vi A ... A d t vk ) , dv i A ... A dUtvk)
With (3.10) for every t € [0,r] this leads to
[A (t, t(u)) +... + Ak (t, (u))] w(t).
Therefore we conclude
We apply the Courant-Hilbert-Fischer Theorem to the product of the squares of the first k singular values of dcp T and use (3.12) in order to receive that
This last inequality and the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 finally guarantee
This shows that for the map W r the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are valid U Remark 3.2. The inequalities (3.11) can be interpreted as a generalization of Liouville's truncated trace formula for linear differential equations in Euclidean spaces [17] . In particular from (3.11) by setting k = n and indicating that A 1 (t,t(u)) + . . . + A(t,(u)) = trVf(i,t(u)) = divf(t,'(u)) (3.14)
we obtain Liouville's trace formula in the form The main result of this section is Theorem 4.1 which can be considered as a general formulation of the Bendixson-Dulac criterion for Riemannian manifolds of dimension n. Certain generalizations of the original Bendixson-Dulac criterion for differential equations in R" (see [2, 3, 171 or for vector fields on the flat cylinder [9, 10] ) can be derived from that theorem when adapting it to the particular situation. Proof. We only consider the case of condition (a), the other one can be performed in a similar fashion by considering the negative time evolution of the flow-of equation (4.1). We first take b, = 0 and show that every closed orbit is constant. Suppose that (4.1) has a nontrivial closed orbit . Let S be a surface (membrane) in M of minimal two-dimensional Hausdorif measure 0 < j4S, 2) < oo with boundary . Notice, that such a surface as solution of the Plateau problem for Riemannian manifolds [6, 131 in our situation exists: The properties of the flow ensure that for arbitrary t > 0 the set t(S) is again a membrane in M with boundary 7. Due to Theorem 2.2 and condition (a), for sufficiently large t > 0 we have 4u(c,t(S), 2) < p(S,2). But this is in contradiction to the fact that the membrane 5 was taken to be of minimal two-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Now, consider the case b1 > 1. Suppose that (4.1) possesses more than b1 closed non-trivial orbits in M. Then there are at least two orbits 7' and 72 among them which are homologous to each other. Let S be a surface of minimal two-dimensional Hausdorif measure with boundary 71 U 72• Then again, for arbitrary t > 0 the set t(S) is a surface in M with 71 U 72 as boundary. For sufficiently large t > 0 the same argument as above together with Theorem 2.2 leads to a contradiction I Let us now add a version of Theorem 4.1 for the case n = 2 that in principle agrees with the classical negative Bendixson-Dulac criterion. The difference to Theorem 4.1 is actually that here a modification of the vector field is, allowed in the way that products af are considered with a C'-smooth function a: M -* R. In the proof it is confirmed that the introduction of the function a can be interpreted, similar to the methods of the previous sections, as a transition to an equivalent Riemannian metric on M. In a second corollary a result of [17] is generalized to Riemannian manifolds. Proof. Again we only prove the case of condition (a). For the second case the same method can be applied. Analogously to Corollary 3.1.2 we obtain Ai(u)+.) 2(u) (n -2)6 + divf < 0 and this coincides with condition (a) of Theorem 4.11
We want to add a further corollary for the special case that the manifold has the In order to prove the last result we need the closing lemma by C. C. Pugh [16] . We denote by X'(M) the topological, space of vector fields of class C' on M generated by the C'-metric. . Proof of Corollary 4.1.3. Again we restrict ourself to the case of condition (a). Consider an arbitrary integral curve cp (, q) of system (4.1) for t -. The manifold is compact and therefore the w-limit set w(q) is not empty. If we assume that there exists an element p E w(q) such that p is not an equilibrium point for (4.1), then by Lemma 4.1 in every small neighbourhood off in X(M) we can find a vector field f such that the corresponding differential equation possesses a non-trivial periodic orbit through p.
The compactness of M implies that J can be chosen such that for the first two eigenvalues ) 1 (u) ^: \ 2 (u) of the symmetric part of the covariant derivative of f the property )I(U) + A2 (u) < 0 is maintained on M. But this contradicts the statement of Theorem 4.1 . Thus, we can conclude that p has to be an equilibrium point of the original system (4.1). Remember that the set of all equilibria of (4.1) was assumed to consist of isolated points only. This finally gives w(q) = {p}, or with other words, the considered integral curve converges for i -oo to p.
It is clear, that the convergence for t --oo follows in analogous manner when investigating the a-limit set instead I
